
 

The Selene 42 Voyager aft cabin is the Next Generation model of the popular Selene 40, and is the big sister of the Selene 36 and 38. She has all 
of the advantages of her previous generation sisters with the Cruisers SternTM, which houses the steering quadrant and battery banks and adds 
to the water line, giving better speed and efficiency. Designed with the cruising family in mind, this coastal cruiser provides all the same quality 
and safety of her larger siblings at an affordable price. The Selene 42 comes equipped with a 230 HP Cummins diesel, bow thruster, anchor 
windlass, full galley, island master berth, separate shower, full guest stateroom with head, and much more… The deeper keel adds more stability 
and tracking. The larger rudder gives better control, especially at low speeds. This boat has a very livable interior; the salon is increased in size 
over two feet. This adds space to the galley which can now include a full size refrigerator, and the settee can now seat more guests with our 
famous Selene « hide-a-leaf table ». Aft is the master stateroom, increased by about 12’’ (30 cm) which has a walk-around queen on center as 
well as a full head and stand-up shower stall. Forward is a V-berth with plenty of storage, en-suite head and shower. The rest of the extra space 
in the Selene 42 is in the cockpit/lazarette. Outside the Selene 42 deck plan is set up to safely get around and much thought has gone into this 
design as well. Walk around decks and cockpit are large and the foredeck design allows for anchors to be safely deployed and retrieved and is 
marked by a heavy duty stainless-steel bollard. With a high level of comfort she is one of Selene’s best sellers for the Great Loop, the Pacific 
Northwest, the Balearic Islands or Southeast Asia waters!

SELENE 42 Voyager

For more information: info@seleneoceanyachts.com 
www.seleneoceanyachts.com

LOA: 45’-2’’ (13.77m) FUEL: 600 USG (2271L) SPEED: 9kts/11kts

BEAM: 14’-6’’ (4,42m) WATER: 180 USG (681L) FLYING-BRIDGE

DRAFT AT FULL LOAD:  
4’-10’’ (1,47m)

BERTHS: 4 in two cabins + 1 in the 
salon

GENERATOR: 9KVA 

in soundshield

DISPLACEMENT: 

40,000Lbs (18,9t)

BRIDGE CLEARANCE: 

13’-10’’ (3,99m)

LWL: 38’-5’’ (11,71m)

INSPIRED DREAM BUILDERS…

BIGGEST 42’ FAMILY CRUISER IN THE WORLD & BEST ENGINE ROOM IN ITS CLASS

CLASSIC AFT CABIN YACHT
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SELENE 42 Voyager Aft cabin  “ A FAMILY CRUISER “

« An Engine Room That Earns High Marks ».  
PassageMaker magazine

One of the most brilliant design elements of the Selene 42 Voyager 
aft cabin is the engine room! After passing through a full-sized 
water-tight door located in the owner’s shower stall on the 
starboard side, one walks into the engine room where one can 
stand up and service the engine, generator and all other systems. 
The headroom is as much as 5' 9" (1,71 m) and is smartly gained 
from the space underneath the raised settee in the salon.


